Local Event 4 Poland
On the 27 th of October Youth Center “Arka” in cooperation with Radom
Technical School - students and teachers involved in CARE 3 Project, organized
debate for students.
The "City Youth Mobility Debate" concerned youth mobility in Europe.
The purpose of the meeting was to increase knowledge and awareness about
foreign trips and to encourage young people to take advantage of
opportunities offered by Poland's membership in the European Union, like
taking part in Erasmus + projects .
Radom Technical School students took part in organizing this event by
giving ideas and finally talked about their experiences, advantages and values
related to participation in the CARE 3 project. They also helped to lead
workshops, improving their skills of public speaking, cooperation in the group
and establishing relationships with new people.
The other main goal was to exchange the experiences between young
people, who participate in projects, go abroad to work, to study. They said
what they are afraid of, what was a threat to them, how they could avoid
exclusion in a new environment, what skills are the most important to be more
successful in finding a job, making friends. Participants of CARE3 project also
gave an interview to local media, they told that taking part of the Project
helped them to develop, they became more open, believing in yourself, they
met many new friends and improved communication in English. Now they also
feel more comfortable about traveling to other European countries because of
CARE3 experiences . They shared this informations to other students .
As the students reported, the debate program with workshop elements
allowed participants to find answers to their questions related to the subject of
mobility. After the debate all participants was invited to the solemn ending
with a snack and handing confirmations of participation.

Links to photos;
https://radioplus.com.pl/radom/wyjazd-za-granice-za-i-przeciw-26423
https://www.facebook.com/arka.radom/photos/?tab=album&album_id=10155639612641893

